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Chapter 5077
Charlie’s remarks full of jokes and ridicule made the commander fill with
resentment.

He held on to the last bit of strength, gritted his teeth, and said,

“Lord… Lord will definitely avenge me!”

Charlie snorted and said disdainfully, “I can see that for you and the dead men
alike,”

“There is also a deadly drug in the body that periodically attacks,”

“And if there is no antidote within a week, there is no doubt that you will die,
right?”

The commander heard this, his eyes were full of horror.

He didn’t know how Charlie could see the toxins hidden in his body.

Charlie ignored his horror, but continued to sneer:

“There is no essential difference between you and the dead men,”

“They are all donkeys for the Lord, and the only thing you are better than the
dead men,”

“Is that you don’t need to be blindfolded by a black cloth like the dead man.”

Speaking of which, Charlie suddenly remembered something, and said with a
smile,
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“If I guessed correctly, you or your parents should have climbed up from the
dead men’s class. Yes, right?”

“Because of your more dedicated performance, the Lord gave you a ladder,”

“Gave you a so-called cavalry guard title, so that you can take off the black
cloth,”

“That covers your eyes, you or your fathers were deeply moved and
encouraged by this,”

“Thinking that they had completed the leap of class, but in fact,”

“You are still tightly controlled by this organization,”

“You have no other freedom except to perform the tasks they gave you,”

“You can only continue to work hard, Try to achieve the next class leap, right?”

“Let me guess, you may become a so-called guide if you move up the ranks,”

“And then you may have a chance to get a real society.”

After being in contact with Duncan for a period of time, Charlie’s logical
analysis ability has also improved a lot.

Before tonight, he only knew how the May 47 dead men worked.

But at that time, May 47 said that there are only two ways for those dead men
who are in darkness to get rid of their fate, either die or work hard to climb up.

No shrewd manager will choose a flat management method.
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He will definitely plan a long ascending ladder for the people who work hard
for his subordinates,

And then let them climb up by gritting their teeth.

Just like those big Internet companies, some are from P1 to P14, some are
from T1 to T17, and some are from M1 to M9.

Therefore, even the deadliest at the bottom will definitely have an ascending
channel.

Tonight, from the conversations of these people, he learned about the new
title of the cavalry guards.

Combined with their main mission, they also have deadly toxins in their
bodies,

And deadly fangs in their mouths. He can infer that they are actually no better
than the dead men.

How much stronger? As for the word “guide”, Charlie also heard it from May
47.

Although he was not sure whether his aunt who had committed suicide by
taking poison was a guide,

It could be logically inferred that the guide should live in real society.

For example, the guide of this mysterious organization in New York must live
somewhere in New York,

And have a reasonable and legal identity, as well as relatively strong local
resources.
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Only in this way can they have the qualifications of a qualified guide.

It’s like going out on a trip and finding a local who is familiar with the local area
to arrange reception.

At this time, the commander heard Charlie’s series of analyses.
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